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Cara membuat google form di hp

Tuesday, October 6, 2020 3:57 pm see screenshot docs.google.comHow to create a Google form on HP Android, iOS and Computer: Access Link forms.google.com TRIBUNTERNATE.COM - Currently, the Google Form management application is fully public. This relates to distance learning (PJJ) and working from
home during the Covid-19 pandemic. Many of the public are apparently still trying to use this Google form. It's easy to create Google forms on YOUR Android, iOS for iPhone/iPad, and Computer. Google Forms or Google Form is a tool that makes it possible to collect information from users online through personalized
surveys or quizzes. Later, the information you collect is automatically collected in the spreadsheet. • How to easily and quickly change background zoom on HP or laptop • Download from the Google Play Store and App Store, here's how to play games among us on HP Android and iOS Users can use Google Forms to
create online surveys and quizzes and then send them to others. Creating Google forms on Android phones, iOS and computers is easy. Create a Google form on YOUR Android, iOS, and computer: Access link forms.google.com (Screenshot docs.google.com) Make sure you have a Google Account, and then access
the forms.google.com link through the browser app on your device. For more information, here's how to get a Google form on HP Android, iOS and computers that Tribunnews.com quoted from Google's official page: LATEST NEWS How to make a Google form on HP Android + Examples of practice – In addition to
being able to create Google forms on laptops/PC computers, you also make them on HP using Android apps. In this post I will give you step-by-step instructions accompanied by examples of practices on how to create google forms on HP. That is, using the Android app. My advice, while reading this post you also
immediately follow the example of practice. So that after you've finished reading this article, you not only know, but have managed to create a google form. Good... Let's practice directly how to make google form on HP Android. For example, for the practice material how to make a google form on HP, we will have a
selection of extracurricular activities of al-Amin Subang high school students. The questionnaire data we will collect is: The name of the student class of the extratracricular choice of students The reason for the extracurricular choice Here are the steps ... Step 1 - Install Google Form app Open the Google PlayStore.
Then search the Google form application by typing G-Form (without quotation marks) into the search field. Then install the app. See image below: Photo. 1 Step 2 - Set up Google form After the G-Form application is installed, open the application and displayed as shown below. Photos. 2 Then click the + lower-right
corner to set up the Google form there is a blue circle in the image above). After clicking the + button, it appears as follows. Photos. 3 There are a wide range of google form templates available, but just choose an empty template. As soon as we select the Blank template, it appears. Photo 4 Step 3 - Create a form for
google form title and description is ready. Check out the picture above! Our title form fills in with the title and form description that we fill out with the description of the questionnaire we will create. For example, creating a questionnaire of extracurricular activities, form title and form description that we fill out below. Photo.
5 After successfully creating the title of the questionnaire and the description of the questionnaire on the google form, we make a list of data that we will ask each student and student. Step 4 - Creating a questionnaire list for students to fill out the data form, we click the ADD ITEM button (the bottom long blue button).
Then it will appear as follows. Photo. 6 The first information we ask for is the student's name details. We then select a short answer from the selection (such as the image above). Then we type 1. Student name and in the description section of data number one we type The full name. For data number 2, i.e.class name
data, the road is the same as form data no.1. As a result, we see the image below. Photo: 7 Click the ADD ITEM button again to create data form No.3 extracurricular options. Then it will reappear as a picture. 6, and then select Check boxes. Type Extracurricular options in the form number 3 data title and fill out the
description with your selection check. Please include the ectracurricular list that the school offers to its students and students. The result is just like the example below. Photo's. 8 For the choice of others, let's just go out. See image above, our others button swipe left. In addition to creating the number.4 data form, the



student's preferred reason information, we'll click ADD ITEM again, and it'll reappear as figure.6. Select paragraph. Because for student reasons, of course, it's a little written. For the information that students must fill in, the Required button must be activated when creating the form. Check out the image below. Photos. 9
For example, data 1. Student name and 2. Class, because the data is required by the student then requires the button (I circle red in figure. 9) I activate. After all the form information we've created, we set the settings by clicking the gear icon in the upper-right corner of the form. And it appears as below. Photos. 10
Collect email addres if you want to collect the email addresses of the who completed the questionnaire. Limit to 1 answer, click if 1 student only needs to send 1 questionnaire. I clicked on this because of course each student is only allowed to fill out and send one questionnaire. Edit after submission, I tap. I allowed them
to edit what the questionnaire was, maybe they changed their minds with the choice. Origin does not exceed the maximum collection period. After us Let's take another look at the form. If it's okay, click on the check mark! Photo' 11 Once the check mark is clicked, it appears like this. Photos. 12 Select the view sharing
icon. 12 above), when the sharing icon we select shows the google form link we created. Click Copy, then it will appear your choice will share the questionnaire form with the students via Whatsapp, email etc. For example, we share with the students via Whatsapp. When they open the link we whatsapp, will display a
form as below. Congratulations you already know how to make a google form on HP and can produce an example! On Sunday, February 2, 2020, Google Forms will be one of the services provided to create the best online survey or questionnaire yet. Because in addition to using easy to use and apply google-owned
services it is also not paid aka free. With Google Forms, you create different forms in the form of event registration forms and questionnaires or opinion surveys on issues with different types of questions that can be created and customized as desired. The output or results in the form of the answers presented are also
quite interesting, because it will be analyzed automatically than displayed in the form of graphs making it easier to read the data you collect. How to make Kuisoner Survey Online with Google Forms There are actually many free online form services to make surveys or online questionnaires, because that is quite popular
and easy that is google form then this time LewatOnline.com gives you the tutorial. For other survey services or applications may be another opportunity. How to make google forms from HP Make google form can actually be done in and from anywhere, no exception to HP. Whether it's on Android or iPhone, as long as
you have access to the internet and have a browser, you do it! Here are the steps to create a google form on HP: 1. First open the website address first use your Internet browser, here LewatOnline.com google chrome (recommended) 2. To be more neat and comfortable in editing browser settings to display the desktop
version by tapping/selecting in the browser settings menu please check the desktop site until it looks like under 3. Then start creating your form to easily and quickly use the template or theme that was provided, or select the Blank, because we'll create and customize it ourselves. Then edit your form by specifying the
form name, form description, question, and type of answer field layout (short answer, paragraph, multiple check box, drop-down list, etc.) 4. Create a question with multiple choice answers that you specify to be selected by the respondent, for example, with 2 male and female options. 5. Then add a question by selecting
the +(add) character on the right side of 6. Add a question or fill in, such as Age 7. Add more questions desired, in this example LewatOnline.com will try to create a question (kuisoner) about Indonesian internet users Year 2020 with multiple choice answers 8. To make the google form more interesting, add a photo of
your form header by using the color paint box menu &gt; Select Image &gt; Upload &gt; Select the image/photo you want to use &gt; Crop and Complete according to step 9 below. In addition to the header photo you also adjust the theme color, choose the desired color 10. At this stage, your Google forms are ready,
now it's time to send or get a google form link to share with respondents by Selecting Send You send an online questionnaire link google form by email or copy the link by selecting the link logo as follows Completed now Google forms that you have completed and can be shared with the target respondent. Here's an
example of a google form questionnaire that's completed in general and simple with 1 page (the number of pages depends on the number and part of your question, so beware the need). View Google forms you sent After you've shared a link to google form, it's time to review the respondent's results in the form of replies
or replies given by each person. Getting the results or answers to the google form questionnaire that people have completed is very easy. View Google form respondents' results on HP 1. Open the previously created form and select Answer 2. If you look at each respondent's answer, choose more details about each
answer in the Summary (General Data), Questions (Each Question) sections, and Individual (Individual) sections. Such a tutorial how or easy step to make google shape the latest hp 2020 can hopefully be useful. If something is unclear or questions have you write in the comments below. Under.
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